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0. INTRODUCTION 
M. Duflo introduced the notion of admissibility of a linear form on a 
real Lie algebra and constructed certain unitary representations from 
admissible linear forms with good polarization in [D]. D. Vogan has 
wanted to find a notion of “unipotent representations” of real reductive 
groups which corresponds to the one of Lusztig’s unipotent representations 
of finite reductive groups. He pointed out that a unipotent representation 
should be a constituent of a representation attached to an admissible nilpo- 
tent coadjoint orbit by some “orbit method” (cf. [Vl, V2]). But for real 
reductive groups there have not yet been found the correct definition of 
unipotent representations and hence the orbit method which should exist 
(i.e., a correspondence between admissible nilpotent coadjoint orbits and 
representations which contain unipotent representations as constituents). 
However, it seems that these notions must play an important role for the 
classification of unitary representations. 
The purpose of this paper is to determine all the admissible nilpotent 
orbits in real classical (non-compact) Lie groups. Here a real classical Lie 
group means a Lie group in the following list (RG): 
(RG) SL(n, W), GL(n, [w), SU*(2n), U*(2n), SU(m, n), U(m, n), 
Oh n), SpW, 2n), o*P), SiOn, WI. 
We note that any real form of a classical complex simple Lie algebra is 
isomorphic to one of the Lie algebras of the above Lie groups. 
In general, let G be a complex reductive algebraic group with Lie algebra 
g and G, a real form of G with Lie algebra gR defined by a complex 
conjugation r of G as G.={~EG; r(g)=gJ. Then the real form G, 
canonically defines a symmetric pair (g, f) with isotropy group K and with 
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associated vector space p (cf. (1.2)). By .I. Sekiguchi [S], it is known that 
there exists a natural bijection 9, H 6~~ from the set of nilpotent G.-orbits 
in gw onto that of nilpotent K-orbits in p. J. Schwartz showed that a nilpo- 
tent G.-orbit 0, in gR is admissible if and only if the corresponding 
nilpotent K-orbit Q$ in p is admissible in the sense of (1.2) (cf., Vogan 
[VZ]), where the admissibility of 0, means that of the corresponding 
coadjoint G.-orbit in gt which is identified with gw via the Killing form. 
Therefore in order to determine the admissible nilpotent G.-orbits in g,, 
it is sufficient to determine the admissible nilpotent K-orbits in p. We will 
do this for the following symmetric pairs which correspond to the above 
real Lie groups: 
(AI) (eI(n, a=), 4~1, @)I, 
(AI’) (dh @I, oh a=)), 
WI) CWn, a=), ~(24 a=)), 
(AI17 kG% C, 5~ (2~ a=)), 
(AIII) (eI(m + n, a=), eI(m, a=) + s&z, C) + C), 
WI’) Mm +n, @I, d(m, a=) + gI(n, a=)), 
WI) (oh +n, a=), 4~ a=)+oh a=)), 
(CW (5r.@m+2% @), 5pcw C)+5pP, Cl), 
(DW (42~ Cl, dh @I), 
(CI) (VP% Cl, d(n, @)I. 
In (1, 4) we treat the symmetric pairs of type (AI), (AI’), (AII), (AII’) 
and obtain the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. All nilpotent K-orbits in the associated vector space p for 
the symmetric pairs of type (AI), (AI’), (AII), and (AII’) are admissible. 
In order to consider the other cases, we give a classification of nilpotent 
K-orbits in p by ab-diagrams. It is well known (cf. [KP]) that nilpotent 
K-orbits in the symmetric pair of type (AIII’) and (AII) are classified by 
ab-diagrams. In Proposition 2, we see that nilpotent K-orbits in the sym- 
metric pairs of type (BDI), (CII), (DIII), and (CI) are also classified by 
some kinds of ab-diagrams. 
In order to describe the results from Sections 3-5, we consider the 
following properties (P’) and (P) for an ab-diagram (or a Young diagram) 
f?: 
(P’) For each even row (i.e., row with even length) in ‘1, the number 
of odd rows in q, which are shorter than the even row, is even and for each 
odd row in q, the number of even rows in q, which are longer than the odd 
row, is even. 
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(P) For each even row in q, the number of odd rows in q, which are 
shorter than the even row, is even and for any two odd rows in u], the 
number of even rows in y, which are placed between the two odd rows, is 
even. 
In Section 3, we treat the symmetric pairs of type (AIII’) and (AIII) and 
obtained the following: 
THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 1'. Let (g, f) be a symmetric pair of type 
(AIII’) (resp. (AIII)) and 0 a nilpotent K-orbit with ab-diagram n in the 
associated vector space p. Then 0 is admissible tf and only tf the ab-diagram 
n has the property (P’) (resp. (P)). 
In Section 4, we treat the symmetric pairs (9, f) of type (BDI), (CII), 
(DIII), and (CI). For each of these symmetric pairs (g, f), the set of nilpo- 
tent K-orbits in p is naturally embedded in the set of nilpotent E-orbits in 
@ in the symmetric pair (8, T) of type (AIII’) with isotropy group R and 
with associated vector space 6. In Proposition 3, we see that a nilpotent 
K-orbit in p is admissible if and only if the embedded nilpotent E-orbit in 
6 is admissible. From Proposition 3 and Theorem 1, we have the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let (g, f) be a symmetric pair of type (BDI), (CII), (DII), 
or (CI) and 6 a nilpotent K-orbit with an ab-diagram n in the associated 
vector space p. Then 0 is admissible if and only if the ab-diagram n has the 
property (P’). 
By the classification of nilpotent orbits in Proposition 2 and Theorem 2, 
we have the following: 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 2. All nilpotent K-orbits in the associated 
vector space p of the symmetric pairs (g, f) of type (CII) and (DIII) are 
admissible. 
In Section 5, by transforming the results for the symmetric pairs in the 
previous sections, we determine the admissibility of nilpotent elements in 
the real Lie algebras grw of the Lie groups in the list (RG). The obtained 
results are the following: 
THEOREM 3. (1) All nilpotent elements in the real Lie algebras eI(n, R), 
gI(n, R), su*(2n), u*(2n), 0*(2n), and sp(2m, 2n) are admissible. 
Suppose that gR is one of the following real Lie algebras: u(m, n), 
su(m, n), o(m, n), sp(2n, R). Then gn is naturally contained in the (complex) 
general linear algebra gI( V), where V is a complex vector space of dimension 
m + n for the first three cases and of dimension 2n for the last case. Let x 
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be a nilpotent element in gR and y the Young diagram of the GL( V)-orbit of 
x in gl( V). Then we have the following: 
(2) Suppose that g R is one of the real Lie algebras u(m, n), o(m, n), 
q(2n, R). Then x is admissible if and only if the Young diagram q has the 
property (P’). 
(3) Suppose that gw = su(m, n). Then x is admissibIe if and only if the 
Young diagram q has the property (P). 
At the end we note that for the classical real Lie algebras ga which we 
consider in this paper, the admissibility of nilpotent element x of glw turns 
out to depend only on the G-orbit of x in the complexification g of gsB. 
The author expresses his heartfelt gratitude to Professor R. Hotta for 
kind advice and encouragement. 
After the author had written up this manuscript, he came to know the 
thesis of J. Schwartz [SC] by H. Matumoto. However, it seems that 
Schwartz’s results do not cover all the classical cases. 
Notations. (1) For a set A and a subset B of A, we put A\B= {aE A; 
a4B). 
(2) For a map f: A -+ B and a subset S of A, we denote by f / s the 
restriction off to S. 
(3) For a vector space V, we denote by V* the dual space of V. 
(4) For an endomorphism z of a vector space V, we put V” = (v E V; 
T(U) = v). 
(5) For a Lie group G, we denote by G,, the identity component 
of G. 
(6) For a group G (resp. a Lie algebra g) acting on a vector space 
V, we put G(v) := {gEG; gv=v} (resp. g(v) := (XEg; Xv=O)) for VE V. 
(7) For a toral Lie algebra t acting on a vector space V, we put 
V,:={VE~ tv=n(t)v for tEt) (Act*) and A(v,t):=(/Z~t*; V,#O} 
(the set of weights of t in V). 
(8) For a Cartan subalgebra t of a complex reductive Lie algebra g, 
we denote by d(g, t) the root system of g with respect to t (i.e., d(g, t) = 
43> t)\w 
1. ADMISSIBLE FORMS 
(1.1) Let G, be a real Lie group with Lie algebra g n. For a coadjoint 
form I E g$, we put 
G,(A) := (gcG,; g;l=l}, g,(n) := (Xc gR; x3, = O}, 
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where we consider the coadjoint actions of G, and grw on gi. Since the 
radical of the alternating bilinear form 
SRXSR-+ K (X Y)H(CX, Yl) 
coincides with g,(n), this bilinear form induces a non-degenerate symplec- 
tic form o1 on the quotient space TA := gR/gR(A). Since G&lZ) acts on 
TA and preserves the symplectic form Ok, we have a homomorphism of 
G,(L) into the symplectic group Sp(o,) defined by the symplectic form 
ol. The symplectic group Sp(o,J has a two-fold covering Mp(w,) (the 
metaplectic group). If TA = 0, Mp(o,) is isomorphic to Z/27?; otherwise, 
it is characterized as the unique connected two-fold covering of S’(o,). 
(A construction of Mp(o,) is given in Duflo CD].) Let GIw(lZ)” := 
G,(a) xsp(wn) Mp(w,) be the fibre product defined by the homomorphisms 
G.(a) + Sp(o,) and Mp(o,) -+ Sp(o,), and cpA: G.(a)” + G.(a) the pro- 
jection. Then ‘pi is a two-fold covering of GR(jl). Let [ be the element of 
the kernel of ‘pi which is not the identity and put G,(A),” := q~‘(G~(;l),,), 
where G.(A),, is the identity component of G,(A). 
DEFINITION 1 (Duflo CD]). (1) A representation (rc, V) of the Lie group 
G,(I)” is called admissible if rc([) = -id, and dn(X) = fi A(X) id, for 
XE g,(n), where dn is the differential of rc. The linear form I E gx is called 
admissible if G,(l)” has at least one admissible representation. 
(2) 1 is called acceptable if G.(1),” is disconnected. 
(3) J is called integral if 011 g,(n) coincides with the differential of 
a unitary character of G,(1),. 
Remark 1. (1) A E g$ is admissible if and only if there exists a unitary 
character x of G,(A),” such that x(c)= -1 and dx(X)=flil(X) for 
XE g&). 
(2) The admissibility of a linear form A E gg depends only on the 
identity component (G,), of G, (cf., Duflo [D, Remarque 11.2.31). 
(3) Suppose that 1 E g$ is integral. Then I is admissible if and only 
if J is acceptable [D, Remarque 11.2.11. 
From now on we suppose that grw is reductive and g Iw = fiw + p Iw is a 
Cartan decomposition of g iw. Let ( , ) be a G.-invariant non-degenerate 
symmetric bilinear form on g w which is negative definite on fiw and 
positive definite on p Iw. For x E grw, we define a linear form 1, E gt by 
putting n,(X) = (x, X) (XE~,). Then the map gR + gR(x++jl,) is a 
G.-equivariant linear isomorphism and hence we identify gX with grw by 
this isomorphism. We call x E grw admissible (resp. acceptable, integral) if 
the corresponding linear form 1, is admissible (resp. acceptable, integral). 
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Remark 2. Suppose that x E gR is nilpotent. Then the restriction of /2, 
to Q,(A) is zero (cf., Vogan [V2]), and hence x is integral. Therefore x is 
admissible if and only if x is acceptable. 
(1.2) Our purpose is to determine the admissible nilpotent elements. 
For this, we translate the admissibility of the nilpotent elements in the 
real Lie algebra gR into the admissibility of the nilpotent elements in the 
corresponding symmetric pair through Sekiguchi’s bijection. This is due to 
J. Schwartz. We begin with the definition of symmetric pairs. 
DEFINITION 2. Let G be a complex reductive algebraic group with Lie 
algebra g and 0: G --+ G an involution of the algebraic group G. We also 
denote by 0 the involution of g induced by 8: G -+ G and put 
K := Ge = {g E G; 8(g) = g}, f := ge = (XE g; O(X) = X], 
p := g-e = {XE g; e(x) = -x}. 
We call the pair (g, f) a symmetric pair defined by the involution 6 and p 
the associated vector space of the symmetric pair (g, f). We call a sym- 
metric pair (g, f) classical if g is classical (i.e., g is the Lie algebra of a 
general linear group, a special linear group, an orthogonal group or a 
symplectic group). 
Let G be a complex reductive algebraic group with Lie algebra g and 
G, a real form of G obtained by an involution (complex conjugation) 
z: G -+ G; i.e., G, = G” = {g E G; z(g) = g}. Let 8 be an involution of the 
algebraic group G commuting with z and suppose that the restriction 8/,, 
is a Cartan involution of G,. We use the same notations z and 8 to 
indicate the involutions of the Lie algebra g induced by the involutions z 
and 8 of G. Put 
K := Ge, K, :=KnGR, f := 98, p :=9-s, 
SW := QZ, fR:=g;=fAgR, pR:=g,e=png,. 
Then (g, f) is the symmetric pair defined by the involution 8. K acts on p 
and G, acts on gR by the adjoint action. Denote by N(p) (resp. N(g,)) the 
set of nilpotent elements in p (resp. gR) and [N(p)lK (resp. [N(g,)],,) the 
set of K-orbits in N(p) (resp. G.-orbits in N(g.)). Let ( , ) be a 
G-invariant non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on g which is real 
valued on gR, negative definite on f R and positive definite on p R. We 
identify gX with g R by ( , ) as before. 
DEFINITION 3. Let H be a Lie group and cp: H” -+ H a two fold 
covering of H. Let 5 be the non-identity element of the kernel of cp and 
481113612-3 
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(rc, V) a representation of H”. We say that 7t is admissible if rc is trivial on 
the identity component of H * and n(i) = -id,. 
Remark 3. Let x be a nilpotent element of gR and (n, V) a representa- 
tion of G,(x)” ( := G&A,)“). Since A, is zero on g,(&)= g,(x), n is 
admissible in the sense of Definition 1 if and only if n is admissible in the 
sense of Definition 3. 
THEOREM (Sekiguchi [S], cf., Vogan [V2, Chap. 111). Let 0, be a 
nilpotent G.-orbit in g R. Then there exists an S-triple (h,, xlw, yoB) of glw 
t: h,, 
;ir;, 
xIw, yaR are non-zero elements of g Iw satisfying the relations 
xlw] =2x., [h,, ylw] = -2~~ and [x~, ylw] = h,) such that 
0(x,)= -yR, B(h.)= -h,, andx,EO,. Such an S-triple is unique up to 
the conjugation by K,. Put 
x,:=fix,+&iy,+h,. 
Then x0 is a nilpotent element of p. Denote by OO the K-orbit of x, in p. Then 
OO is independent of the choice of the S-triple and the correspondence 
0, H Q, gives a bijection of [N(g,)],, onto [N(p)],. 
Let x be a nilpotent element in p. Then the stabilizer K(x) of x in K acts 
on f/f(x) (resp. (f/f(x))*) by the adjoint (resp. the coadjoint) action. Define 
a character 6, of K(x) by putting 
b(g) := dettgl ~flf~x~~4 = Vettgl f,fcx,)> -’ tgEK(x)). 
Let K(x)” be the tibre product obtained by the homomorphisms 6,: 
K(x) + @ x and C.” -+ @ x (zHz’). Then K(x)” is a two-fold covering of 
K(x). 
Now we use the notations in the above theorem. Let G,(x,)” be the 
two-fold covering of G,(x,) (= GR(ilXR)) constructed in (1.1) and put 
K,(S) := (gEKw; gx,=x R, gy, = yR, gh,= h,}. Then we have the 
following: 
PROPOSITION (Schwartz [SC], See Vogan [V2, Chap. 111). KR(S) is a 
maximal compact subgroup of both G&x,) and K(xe). The restrictions to 
K,(S) of the coverings GR(xIW)” and K(x,)” are naturally isomorphic. 
Write K,(S)” for this comon restriction. Then the following sets are in 
natural one-to-one correspondence: 
(1) admissible irreducible representations of G ,(x J - 
(2) admissible irreducible representations of K,(S)” 
(3) admissible irreducible representations of K(x,)“, 
where we use the word admissible in the sense of Definition 3. 
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According to this proposition we say that a nilpotent element x in p is 
admissible if the covering group K(x)” has at least one admissible 
representation in the sense of Definition 3. Then the following equivalence 
of properties on nilpotent elements in p is easily proved. 
Remark 4. For a nilpotent element x in p, the following three proper- 
ties are mutually equivalent. 
(1) x is admissible. 
(2) The inverse image (K(x),)” of K(x), by the covering map 
K(x)- -+ K(x) is disconnected. 
(3) There exists a character x of K(x)~ such that 
x(g)‘= J,(g) kEW)o). 
(1.3) By Schwartz’s result in (1.2), in order to determine the admissible 
nilpotent G.-orbits in grw, it is sufficient o determine the admissible nilpo- 
tent K-orbits in p. Therefore, from now on we will work in a symmetric 
pair (g, f) with isotropy group K and with associated vector space pS 
defined by an involution tI of a reductive algebraic group G. Let x be a 
non-zero nilpotent element of p. By Kostant and Railis [KR], we can 
choose a normal S-triple (h, x, y) (i.e., h E f and x, y E p) which contains x 
as a nilpositive element. For an integer i, we put 
fi := (XE f; [h, X] = ix> and pi := {Xe p; [h, X] = ix). 
Then we have direct sum decompositions 
f= 0 fi9 P = 0 Pi. 
isZ ieZ 
According to these decompositions, the subalgebra f(x) and the subspace 
p(x) := (XE p; [x, X] = 0) are decomposed as 
f(x) = 0 f(x) n fi = @ f(x) n fi, 
ieZ i>O 
Ptx) = 0 P(X) n Pi = Q P(X) n pi3 
iez it0 
where the fact f(x) n fi = p(x) n pi = 0 (i < 0) follows from the representa- 
tion theory of $2, C). Let 6, be the character of K(x) defined in (1.2). We 
also denote by 6, the differential of 6,: K(x) --+ Cc x. Then we have the 
following: 
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LEMMA 1. (1) f(x)n f. is a reductive Lie algebra and the sum 
@ is0 f(x) n fi consists of nilpotent elements. Therefore we have 
kc l(zo f(x)nfi)=o- 
(2) Suppose that t is a toral subalgebra off containing h. Then t(x) = 
( t E t; [t, x] = 0} is a toral subalgebra off(x) n f. and 6, on t(x) is given by 
a,(t) = c tr(ad(t)lr,)- C tr(ad(t)l,,) 
i2-1 i>2 
= - i$l tr(aWl Pi) + C WW)l ri). 
i>2 
ProoJ (1) By [SS, 4.101, g(x) n g(h) is reductive. Since the involution 
8 stabilizes g(x) n g(h) and f(x) n f. is the isotropy subalgebra of 8 in 
s(x) n g(h), f(x) n f. is also reductive. It is clear that every element of 
@ i, 0 f(x) n fi is nilpotent. 
(2) Let ( , ) be the G-invariant symmetric bilinear form on g in 
(1.2). We may assume that the restriction of ( , ) on the semisimple part 
[g, g] of g coincides with the Killing form of [g, g]. Let w, be the bilinear 
form on g/g(x) defined by 
- - 
4-K Y) = (x, Cx, J’l > = Wad(x) 0 a4 CX Yl)) (x, YEd 
which is well defined and a non-degenerate symplectic form, where X is the 
image of XE g by the canonical map g + g/g(x). 
Now we consider the direct sum decomposition 
s:S(X)=( 0 fiifinf(x))O(~~pi/pinp(x)). 
i-eZ 
For an integer i, put Vi := (fi/fi n f(x))@ (p-i-2/p-i-2 n p(x)). Then 
we will show that the direct sum decomposition g/g(x) = eiEz Vi is 
o,-orthogonal. For two elements X, Y of g, if [X, Y] is contained in f, 
then we have 
ad(x) 0 a4 Ix, Yl J(f) = P, ad(x)oad(CX YlNp)=f. 
- - 
Hence c&K Y) = 0 and we have o,(flf(x), f/f(x)) = w,(P/P(x), 
p/p(x)) = 0. Suppose that o,(fi/fi n f(x), pj/pj n p(x)) # 0. Then there exist - - 
XE fi and YE pi such that 0,(X, Y) = tr(ad(x) 0 ([X, Y])) # 0. Since x E p2 
and [X, Y] EPi+j, we have 
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for m E Z. If i -l-j + 2 # 0, the trace of ad(x) 0 ad( [X, Y]) is zero and this - - 
contradicts the assumption 0,(X, Y) # 0. Hence we must have i + j + 2 = 0 
and ddx) = 0 is E Vi is an w,-orthogonal decomposition. 
If t is an element of f. n f(x), then t stabilizes each of fj/(fi n f(x)) and 
PAP, n P(X)), and hence 
Therefore the trace of ad(t) on Vi is zero and hence 
By using this and the facts fi n f(x) = 0, pi n p(x) = 0 for i < 0, it is easily 
computed that 
k(t) = -trWt)l f,fc,,) 
= - i& tr(ad(t)l fmi) +c tr(aW)l,_,). 
i22 
Similarly we have 
d,(t) =c tr(ad(t)l p-i) - C tr(ad(t)lf_,) 
i>l i32 
by using the fact -tr(ad(t)lf,+,) = tr(ad(t)l,,,(,l). If t is an element of the 
toral algebra t(x), then it is clear that tr(ad(t)lrmZ) = -tr(ad(t)jfi) and 
tr(ad(t)j,_,) = -tr(ad(t)l +.J. Therefore we have 
s,(t) = c tr(ad(tNr,) - c tr(ad(t)l,,) 
i21 i>2 
= - iFl trW(t)l Pi) + c tr(a4t)lf,). 
i>2 
QED. 
Remark 5. If gR itself is a complex reductive Lie algebra, then the 
corresponding symmetric pair (g, f) is isomorphic to (gR @ gs, gR), where 
f and p correspond to ((X,X); XEg,j and ((X, -X); XEg,), respec- 
tively (cf., Oshima and Sekiguchi [OS]). Choose a Cartan subalgebra t of 
f such that h E t and t(x) is a Cartan subalgebra of f. n f(x) (this is possible 
by the proof of Proposition 1 below). Then p is isomorphic to f as a 
t-module. By this fact and Lemma 1 (2), we have 6, I t(xj = 0. Since t(x) is 
a Cartan subalgebra of f. n f(x) and @ i,O (fi n f(x)) consists of nilpotent 
elements, we have 6, = 0. Hence all nilpotent elements of complex reductive 
Lie algebra are admissible. This fact is already pointed out in [V2]. 
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By the following lemma, it is enough for us to consider the character 6, 
only on a certain torus of (K(x) n K(h)),. The proof easily follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let q, be a subalgebra of f(x) n fo, s1 a reductive subalgebra 
of f(x) n fO and t, a Cartan subalgebra of sl. Let S,, S1, T, be the con- 
nected subgroups of (K(x) n K(h))O corresponding to Q, sl, t,, respectively. 
Suppose that 
f(x) n f. = 50 0 sly SonSl= (11, and 6,l,=O. 
Then x is admissible if and only if there exists a character x of T1 such that 
~,k)=xk)*for gg Tl. 
Remark 6. In the setting of Lemma 2, suppose that an isomorphism 
(C x )’ N T, of tori is given. We can see 6,I t, as a linear map 6,: @’ + C. 
Then by Lemma 2, x is admissible if and only if each coefficient of zi in 
6&l 3 z2, -.., z,) is an even integer. 
(1.4) Here we consider the symmetric pairs 
(AI) H(n, a=), oh a=)), 
(AI’) (dh a=), oh a=)), 
WI) (slh a=), wh a=)), 
WI’) (g@, a=), v(n, a=)), 
where n is even for the last two cases. These symmetric pairs are defined by 
the algebraic groups G and the involutions 8 of G as follows. 
(AI) G=SL(n, @), B(g)=S(‘g)-’ S1, 
where S is a non-degenerate symmetric matrix. 
(AII) G = SL(n, @), B(g) = J(‘g)-’ J-‘, 
where J is a non-degenerate shew-symmetric matrix. The symmetric pairs 
(gl(n, C), o(n, C)) and (gl(n, C), sp(n, C)) are obtained by taking G= 
GL(n, a=) instead of SL(n, a=). 
PROPOSITION 1. For the symmetric pairs of types (AI), (AII), (AI’), and 
(AII’), all nilpotent elements in the associated vector space p are admissible. 
Proof: Let 0 be a nilpotent K-orbit in n and (h, x, y) a normal S-triple 
in (g, f) such that x E 0. We use the notations of (1.3) for the normal 
S-triple (h, x, y). We first show that there exists a Cartan subalgebra t of 
f such that h et and t(x) is a Cartan subalgebra of f(x) n f,, = f(x) n f(h). 
Let f((x)) be the normalizer of the line (x). Then he f((x)). Let 
?c 7((x)) be a Cartan subalgebra of f( (x)) such that h E?. Then i := 
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in!(x) is a Cartan subalgebra of f(x). Of course then any Car-tan sub- 
algebra t of f with t X? has the wanted properties. 
Now we define the sets @ and Y of the weights of t by 
@ := 4f, t)\aP, t), y := 4% t)\hf, t). 
By Lemma l(2), we have 
26,(t) = 2 1 tr(ad(t)lfi) - C tr(ad(t)l,J 
i32 i>2 
+ tW(t)lrl) - tr(ad(t)i,,) 
for t E t(x). In our cases, we have dim pA = 1 for any A. E A(& t)\(O). There- 
fore, if we put d(i) := ( a E d(f, t); a(h) = i), A(i) := (p E A(p, t); p(h) = i>, 
@(i) := (a E di; a(h) = i}, and Y(i) := {b E ul; B(h) = i>, we have 
2dx(t)=2 (1 ( c a(t)- c P(t))] 
i>2 asA PEA(i) 
+ae;(l) a(t)- c P(t) PEA(l) 
=2 {.F, (am a(t)- c P(t))] ./ P E Y’(i) 
+ J& a(t) - c B(t). BE Y(l) 
Let {sr, s2, . . . . E,} be a Z-basis of the weight lattice of f with respect to 
t, where m = n/2 if n is even and m = (n - 1)/2 if n is odd. We first consider 
the case (g, f) = (d(2m, C), sp(2m, C)). Then we have 
d(f,t)={$(Ej)Ek)(l~j<k~m), ~2Ei(l<j~m)) 
/l(p,t)\(O}=(S(~~+&,)(l~j<kfm)). 
Hence we have @ = { + 2sj; 1 < j < m} and Y = 4. Since sj is an integral 
weight, we have sj(h) E Z and 
s,(t)= 1 c 4t). 
i>2 at@(i) 
Therefore there exists an integral weight 1 of f such that 6,I tcxj = 24,,,,. 
This shows that x is admissible by Lemma 2. 
Next consider the case (g, f) = (sI(n, C), o(n, C)) (n = 2m or n = 2m + 1). 
Then it is easy to see that @ = 4 and Y = ( f 2~~). Therefore 6, equals two 
times of an integral weight of t on t(x) and hence x is admissible. 
Other cases can be shown similarly. Q.E.D. 
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2. CLASSIFICATION OF NILPOTENT ORBITS 
(2.1) We have already seen in (1.4) that any nilpotent K-orbit in p is 
admissible for the symmetric pairs of types (AI), (AI’), (AII), and (AII’). 
To determine the admissible nilpotent K-orbits in p for other classical sym- 
metric pairs, we will give the classification of nilpotent K-orbits in p in this 
section. Let us first give the descriptions of the classical symmetric pairs 
other than the ones we treated in (1.4). 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space which is the direct sum of sub- 
spaces I’, and V, of dimension m and n, respectively. Let s: V-t V be a 
linear involution of V defined by $1 V, = id, and s/ Vb = -id,. Then put 
G := SL( V) and define an involution 8 of G by 0(g) = sgs (g E G). We call 
the symmetric pair defined by the involution 8 of G, which is isomorphic 
to (sI(m + n, C), sI(m, C) + eI(n, C) + C), the symmetric pair of type (AIII). 
On the other hand, we call the symmetric pair obtained by taking 
G = GL( V) instead of SL( V), which is isomorphic to (gI(m + n, C), 
gI(m, C) + gI(n, C)), the symmetric pair of type (AIII’). 
Let V, V,, V,, S, and 0 be as above, and ( , ) a non-degenerate bilinear 
form on V such that 
and (su, u) = w(u, su) (UP 27 E 0 
where E = f 1 and o = f 1. Define a linear anti-involution c of the 
associative algebra gI( I’) by 
Then g H c( 8))’ defines an involution of the algebraic group GL( V) and 
I/ := - 0 defines an involution of the Lie algebra gl( V). Put 
G := GL( ?‘), lj := Lie(e) = gl( V), 
G:=(gd;o(g)-‘=g}, g := {XE Q; l&r) = -a(X) =X}. 
Then G is isomorphic to an orthogonal group (E = 1) or a symplectic group 
(E = - 1) and g is the Lie algebra of G. It is easy to see that 0 commutes 
with CT and hence induces an involution of the algebraic group G. We write 
(g, f) the symmetric pair defined by the involution 0 of G. 
If (a, o) = (1, l), then we have 
(9, f) = (4m + n, @), 44 Cl + oh Cl), 
G N O(m + n, C), K N O(m, C) x O(n, C). 
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In this case, we call (g, f) the symmetric pair of type (BDX). 
If (F, o) = ( - 1, l), then m = dim V, and y1= dim V, are even. We also 
have 
(9, f) = (Mm + n, a=), Mm, a=1 +vh cl), 
G 1: Sp(m + n, C), K- Sp(m, C) x Sp(n, C). 
In this case, we call (g, f) the symmetric pair of type (CII). 
If (E, w)= (1, -l), then o= - 1 forces dim V,=dim I/b=n. We also 
have 
(9, f) = (42% a=)> !3wh a=)), G N 0(2n, C), K- Get&z, a=). 
In this case, we call (g, f) the symmetric pair of type (DIII). 
If (E, o) = ( - 1, -l), then we have dim V, = dim V, = n as above. We 
also have 
63, f) = ha, Cl, dh a=)), G N Sp(2n, a=), K- GL(n, a=). 
In this case, we call (g, f) the symmetric pair of type (CI). 
(2.2) We first recall the classification of nilpotent K-orbits in the sym- 
metric pair of type (AIII’) by &-diagrams due to [KP]. 
Let (g, f) be a symmetric pair of type (AIII’) as in (2.2). That is 
For any nilpotent element X of p, we can take a Jordan basis 
of X such that ai E I’, and bj E Vb. By letting string 
2, pi c---L-h 
abab..., (resp. z) 
correspond to (XPai; 0 <p d Ai- l} (resp. (X4bj; 0~ q<pj - I>), we 
obtain a diagram qx which is the sum of such strings. For example, if 
/2,=3 (yl=l) and ~~‘5, p1=2 (r2=2), then 
yX = babab 
aba 
ba. 
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Here we always put the longer string above the shorter one. Such a 
diagram is called an &diagram. It is easy to see that the &diagram qx 
is independent of the choice of a Jordan basis. Therefore we call qx the 
&diagram of X If X and Y are nilpotent elements of p, we can see that 
yx = q r if and only if X and Y are conjugate under K Thus we have a one- 
to-one correspondence between the set of nilpotent K-orbits in p and the 
set of &diagrams v] such that n,(n) = dim V, and rib(q) = dim V,, where 
n,(q) (resp. n,(q)) is the number of a’s (resp. b’s) in q. 
Similarly the set of nilpotent K-orbits in the associated vector space of 
the symmetric pair of type (AIII) is also classified by &diagrams q such 
that n,(q) = dim V, and n,(q) = dim V,. 
(2.3) To classify the nilpotent orbits of the symmetric pairs of types 
(BDI), (CII), (DIII), and (CI), we will use the following lemma whose 
proof is given in [0, Proposition 41. 
LEMMA 3. Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space and 
Q := gI( V). Let 8 be a linear involution of the associative algebra 6 and o a 
linear anti-involution of the associative algebra fi commuting with 8. Put 
T I= {XE Q; e(x) = xl, R:=TnGL(V), K:= {gER;o(g))l=g}, 
r”, := {XE Q; e(x) = -xj, p := {A-E:; -0(X)=X}. 
Then i? and K are algebraic groups, which act on p and 6, respectively, by 
the adjoint action. For two elements X and Y of p, X and Y are conjugate 
under K if and only if they are conjugate under k 
Now we consider the symmetric pair (g, f) of types (BDI), (CII), (DIII), 
and (CI). Let V, V,, V,, s, 8, and 0 be as in (2.2) and put 
6 := GL( V), (j := Lie( 6) = gI( V), 
K := {g E G; e(g) = g} = GL( V,) X GL( V,), 
T := Lie(E) = {XE 8; e(x) =X}, 
Q I= {XE 9; e(x) = 41, 
G:={gd;o(g)=g-‘1, 
g := Lie(G) = {XE Q; a(X) = -X>, K:=(g~G;e(g)=g), 
f := Lie(K) = {XE g; e(x) = X>, 
p := (XE g; e(x) = 4). 
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Then (?J,?) is a symmetric pair of type (AIII’) and (g, f) is a symmetric pair 
of type (BDI), (CII), (DIII), or (CI). By Lemma 3, we have a natural 
inclusion 
[N(p)], 4 [iv($)]; N_ {a&diagrams q such that n,(u) r= dim I’, 
and n,(q) = dim V,j. 
Therefore nilpotent K-orbits in p are also classified by &diagrams. The 
folloiwng proposition gives the &diagrams which correspond to the 
nilpotent K-orbits in p. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (9, f) be the symmetric pair of type (ESDI), ((XI), 
(DIII), OY (CI) as above. 
(1) Then for any nilpotent K-orbit in the associated vector space p, the 
corresponding ab-diagram q is a sum of the ab-diagrams in Table I such that 
n,(q) = dim V, and n,(q) = dim V,. 
(2) Conversely for any ab-diagram q with the properties in (l), there 
exists a nilpotent K-orbits in p of which ab-diagram coincides with q. 
Therefore the nilpotent K-orbits in p are classified by the ab-diagrams 
which are sums of the ab-diagrams in Table I. 
ProoJ: First we note the following facts which easily follow from the 
definitions of the bilinear form ( , ), the lienar involution s: V-t V and the 
Lie algebra g: 
(V,, V,)=O (w= l), (V,, V,)=(V,, VVb)=O (co= -1). 
g = (XE gI( V); (Xu, v) + (u, Xv) = 0 for any 24, uE V). 
TABLE I 
Types (6 WI ab-diagrams 





t---1,11 (i) ab...ba (ii) ba...ab (iii) ba ba 
ab . . . ba ba . . ab ab . . ab 
(1, -1) (i) ba...ba (ii) ab . . ab (iii) ab I ba 
ba . . ba ab . * ab ba...ab 
C-1, -1) (i) ba...ba (ii) ab...ab (iii) ab...ba 
ba . . ab 
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For any (non-zero) nilpotent element x in p, take h E f and y E N(p) such 
that (h, x, y) is a normal S-triple in (g, f). Let S be the three dimensional 
subalgebra of g, which is isomorphic to 51(2, C), generated by h, x, 
and y. Since y is contained in p, we have y V, c V, and y V, c V,. Hence 
Ker y = Ker(y: V+ V) has a direct sum decomposition Ker y = 
(V, n Ker y) @ (V, n Ker y). Since V, n Ker y and V, n Ker y are 
h-stable, we can take a basis {ui, u2, . . . . 0,) of Ker y which is contained in 
V, u V, and consists of h-weight vectors. Put Vi := opaO Cxpvi and izi := 
dim Vi. Then Vi is an irreducible S-submodule of V and V has a direct sum 
decomposition V= @I= I Vi. 
Suppose that (Vi, Vi) # 0. Then there exist integers p, q > 0 such that 
(xpai, xqvi) ~0. Since x is contained in g, we have (ui, xp+,uj) = 
(- 1)P (xPuI., x”q) # 0. If x P+qui s not a highest weight vector of Vi, then 
there exists a weight vector u of V, such that x*+~u~ =yv. We then 
have (vi, x *+“ui) = (ui, yv) = - (yvi, u) = - (0, v) = 0 which contradicts 
(Vi, x *‘“vi) # 0. Hence x Ptquj is a highest weight vector of Vi, which 
implies p + q = nj - 1. Similarly we have p + q = ni - 1 and hence IZ~ = nj. 
By the remark stated in the beginning of this proof, if o = 1, we see that 
vi and x~-‘vj are contained simultaneously in V, or V,. On the other 
hand, if w = - 1, we see that ui E V, and x9-l~~ E V,, or that ui E V, and 
x”J-+Q E v,. 
Now we consider the following conditions for Vi: 
(4 o = 1 and q is even. 
(b) o = - 1. and nj is odd. 
(c) &( - ip= 1. 
Suppose that VI satisfies one of the above conditions. Then it follows that 
(V,, V,) = 0 from the above remarks and the fact (xnl-rul, ul) = 
(- l)“‘-r (ui, x”‘-%i) = E( - l)nl-l (x”‘-l vi, vi). Since the bilinear form 
( , ) is non-degenerate, we may assume that (V,, V,) # 0. 
Suppose that there exists an integer j# 2 such that (VI, Vj) # 0. Then 
we have (x”‘-’ vl, u,)#O and (xnl-i ul, vi) # 0. We have either v2, vi E 
V, A Ker y or u2, vj E V, n Ker y. Moreover uZ and vi are h-weight vectors 
having the same weight. If we put c := (xnl-%i, u~)/(x~~-~v~, VJ E @ x and 
ui := vj - cu2 (ZO), then (xnl-rul, uj) = 0. (vl, v2, . . . . uj-i, uj’, ujtl, . . . . v,> 
is also a basis of Ker y consisting of h-weight vectors and is contained in 
V, u V,. If we take vi’ instead of vj, we have ( VI, Vi) = 0. By repeating the 
same processes, we can assume that V, @ V, and @ ia Vi are orthogonal 
with respect to ( , ). Therefore by induction, we can assume that for any 
Vi satisfying one of the conditions (a), (b), or (c), there exists only one j 
( #i) such that (Vi, Vi) # 0 and that Vi @ Vj and Ok+ i,i V, are 
orthogonal. For such a pair Vi and Vi, it is easy to see case by case that 
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the basis (vi, xvi, . . . . x”‘-~v~) v {vi, xvj, . . . . x “j-lvj} of Vi @ Vi corresponds 
to one of the &diagrams with double strings appearing in Table I. 
Suppose that Vi does not satisfy any one of the conditions (a), (b), and 
(c). This can only happen when rzi is even and (E, o) = ( 1,l) or when IZ~ is
odd and (E, w) = (- 1, - 1). In these cases, the basis (ui, xvi, . . . . xn,- ‘vi> of 
Vi corresponds to one of the &diagrams with single string appearing in 
Table I. Therefore (1) is proved. 
We will prove (2) in (4.2) by actually constructing a nilpotent element 
in p having the &diagram q. Q.E.D. 
3. DETERMINATION OF ADMISSIBLE NILPOTENT ORBITS IN 
THE SYMMETRIC PAIRS OF TYPES (AIII’) AND (AIII) 
(3.1) In this section, we determine the admissible nilpotent K-orbits in 
the symetric pairs of types (AIII’) and (AIII). We begin with the symmetric 
pairs of type (AIII’). 
Let q be an arbitrary &diagram and yli the ith row of q. For each vi, 
let Vi be the complex vector space spanned by a basis (0;; 
1 <j<n,(qJ) u {bj; 1 <j<rzn,(qi)} and put V:= @;=I Vi, where r is the 
number of rows in q. Let V, (resp. V,) be the subspace of V spanned by 
{a:; 1 <i<r, 1 <j<rzn,(qj)} (resp. {bj; 1 <i<r, 1 <j<rln,(qi)>) and define 
the linear involution s of V by SI V, = id, and SI Vb = -id,. If we put 
G := GL( V), g := Lie(G) = gl( V) and 6(g) = sgs (g E G), then the involu- 
tion 8 of G defines a symmetric pair (g, f) of type (AIII’) with isotropy 
group K and with associated vector space p. 
Let t be the Cartan subalgebra of g defined by 
Then f is also a Cartan subalgebra of f. Define the linear forms 01:, $ E f* 
by putting tu~=$(t)u~ and tbj=l;l(t)bj. Then the set n(V,, t) (resp. 
n(V,, t)) of weights of t in V, (resp. V,) is given by n(V,, t)== {cc;; 
l<i<r, l<j<n,(q,)} (resp.n(Vb,t)=(/?;; l<iQr, l<jbn,(qJ>).On 
the other hand the root systems d(g, t), d(f, t) and the set n(p, t) of 
weights of t in p are given by 
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For the simplicity of expression, we denote by u1 the weight vector uj (resp. 
bj) if il = 01; (resp. ,I = /J$. For different wo weights 1, ,IJ E A( V, t), we define 
x n-ficg by 
We also denote by X(A - 11) the nilpotent element X,_ /l. Then XA-P = 
X(A - p) is clearly a non-zero element of g/z--p = {XE g; [ t, X] = 
(2 - Pwq. 





+x(& -ai) + X(af -/I;, 
+ qa: - Pf) +x(/3; -I%;, 
+x(N.:-/3;)+x(~f-af) 
+x(p:-a;)+x(af-pf) wa;, 1 - a;, + X(ai - p;, + 
2p+ 1 
(rfi = bX), 
where we put xi = 0 if yli = a or if vi = b. Define a nilpotent element x of 
p by x := CL= 1 xi. Then the ab-diagram of x is clearly v]. 
LEMMA 4. Let t be a Cartan subalgebra of g = gI( V) and 
A(V, t)= 0 {$; 1 <j<n,} (disjoint union) 
i=i 
a decomposition of the set A( V, t) of weights oft in V. Let xi be a nilpotent 
element of g defined by 
xi := ‘X(E~,-&~i-1)+X(Eki_l-E~;_2)+ ... +X(.$-&e:) (ni 2 2) 
0 (ni = 1) 
and put x := CT= 1 kixi, where k, = + 1. We denote by A, the set of roots o! 
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in A(g, i) such that x, # 0 in the weight decomposition of x. Then we have the 
following: 
(1) There exist unique YEC,,~~ g-,andhEtsuch that(h,x, y)isan 
S-triple and 
E;,(h)=n,-1, &(h)=n,-3 ,..., E;(h)= -(ni-3), E;(h)= -(ni-I). 
Moreover the coef$cients ofX(-((E~+~-E;)) andX(-(&~i-j+l-E~,-j)) iny 
coincide. 
(2) g(x) n g(h) = t(x) + &=Ei a=(x(E; - E’;) + X(&i - &j,) + ... -b 
X(E:~-E$). Moreover t(x) is a Cartan subalgebra of the reductive Lie 
algebra g(x) n g(h). 
The proof of this lemma easily follows by direct calculation. 
For the nilpotent element x~:p with a&diagram q defined before 
Lemma 4, take y E p and h it according to this lemma. Then (h, x, y) is 
clearly a normal S-triple in (g, f). Since t(x) is a Cartan subalgebra of 
g(x)n g(h) and t cf, t(x) is also a Cartan subalgebra of f(x)nf(h). It is 
easy to see that t(x) is the subalgebra of f consisting of the elements 2 et 
satisfying the relations 
uf(t) = a”,(t) = . . . = I%;&) (t)=pf(t)=/3:(t)= ... =&Jt) ( = Zi) 
for each 1 d i< r. We denote by t(z,, z2, . . . . z,) the element of t(x) 
parametrized by zi E @ in the ( ). Then the map @’ -+ t(x) ((z,, ..,, zr) w 
t(z1, . . . . 2,)) is an isomorphism of toral Lie algebras induced by an 
isomorphism (C x )’ -+ TV of tori, where T is the maximal torus of G 
corresponding to t. 
Now we use the notations of (1.3) for the normal S-triple (h, x, y) in 
(g, f) and consider the character 6,: f(x) + C. By Lemma 2 and Remark 6, 
we can see that x is admissible if and only if each coefficient of zj in 
~,(t(z, > *.*5 z,)) is an even integer. On the other hand 6, is computed on 
t(x) as 
J,(t) = c Mad(t)I f,  - c tr(ad(t)l pr  
i>l i>2 
= c A(t)- c A(t) 
isLl(>l) >.,A( 22) 
by Lemma 1, where 4(31):={3,eA(f,t); ;l(h)&l) and ~(2.2):~ 
(A E A(& t); A(h) 3 2). For two integers 1 d i, j< r, we put 
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n,:=(aZ,-p’,;l~pdn,(ri), ldqGn,(r]i)} 
U (p~-a~; l <PGn,(r],), l dq,<n,(qj)}, 
d,(~l):=(1Ed,;;l(h)~l}, A( 3 2) := (1 E A,; I(h) B 2). 
Then we have decompositions d(f, t) = U j, j A, and A(p, t) = Ui, jA, 
(disjoint unions). Define a linear forms 6, on t(x) by putting 
J,(t) := c A(t)- c A(t) (t E t(x))- lEdi,(91) ls4(22) 
Then clearly 6, = 0 and we have d,(t) = Cizi d,(t) (t E t(x)). 
In order to determine 6, on t(x), let us compute 6,. For the ith row vi 
and the jth row qj (i#j) of q, arrange yli and qj such that the centers of 
them coincide. For example 
I I I I 
b a b a, ababa, b a b a, a b a b a. 
ab aba aba abab 
I I I I 
For each a (resp. b) in vi, count the number of a’s (resp. b’s) in yli placed 
on the left hand side of the a (resp. b) more than half a column and sum 
up the numbers for all of a’s (resp. b’s) in vi. We denote the summation by 
n(ai, aj) (resp. n(b,, bj)). Similarly for each a (resp. b) in qi, count the num- 
ber of b’s (resp. a’s) in ylj placed on the left hand of the a (resp. b) more 
than one coumn and sum up the numbers for all of a’s (resp. b’s) in vi. We 




then n(ai,aj)=2+1+O=3, n(b,,b,)=l+O=l, n(a,,b,)=l+O+O, and 
n(b,, aj) = 1 +0= 1. NOW let us see that the numbers n(a,, ai), n(bi, bj), 
n(ai, bj), and n(b,, aj) determine the linear form 6, E (t(x))*. 
LEMMA 5. For an element t = t(z,, . . . . zr) Ed, d,(t) is given by 
d,(t)= {n(ai, aj) + n(b,, bj) -n(ai, bj)-n(bi, aj))(z, -zj). 
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Therefore if we put 
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rnV := {n(Ui, Uj)-n(U,, bj)j + {n(b,, bj)-n(bj, aj)) 
- {n(U,j> ai) - n(Qj, bi)) - {n(bj, bi) -n(bj, ai)>> 
then 6, (on t(x)) is given by 
d,(t)= 1 (djj(t)-~ji(t)} = C Wj(Zi -Zj). 
l<i<jCr 1 ii<j<i- 
Proof. Arrange vi and qj such that the centers of them coincide. We 
correspond the weights af , cti, . . . . a~~(,) (resp. /3f, /I:, . . . . p&J to the a’s 
(resp. the b’s) in yli according to this ordering and do this for a<, . . . . aiOcqji, 
and pi, . . . . bjnbCq,j. For example, 
Then for CI~- ai,~ A,ij, we have (CC: -cc;)(h) 3 1 if and only if the a in yli 
corresponding to cl’, is placed on the left hand side of the a in yi corre- 
sponding to c$, more than half a column. The similar fact holds for 
pi--/?‘,~A~. On th e other hand, for c$--fl’,~Ilij, we have (a;---P”,)(h)&2 
if and only if the b in qj corresponding to fl’, is placed on the left hand of 
the a in qi corresponding to a; more than one column. The similar fact 
holds for /Ii - ai E A,. Lemma 5 follows from these facts in view of 
(a;-+(t)=(/?;-P’,)(t)= (a;-fi;)(t)=(j$-c$)(t)=zj-zj. Q.E.D. 
If we denote the length of vi by IZ~ (i.e., ni =n,(q,)+n,(r,)), then mii is 
given by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. For 1 < i < j < r (therefore ni B nj), we have the following: 
(1) rfni snj ~0 (mod2), then rnO =O. 
(2) Ifni snj E 1 (mod 2), then rnU =O. 
(3) Ifn,rl (mod2) andnj-0 (mod2), then m,=O. 
(4) Zf nj E 0 (mod 2) and nj z 1 (mod 2), then 
1 
mV= 
(if qi and vi end with the same letter) 
-1 (ifqi and q end with different letters). 
481/136/2-4 
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ProoJ By replacing b by a, we may assume that vi ends with a. Then 
in each cases from (1) to (4), we have to consider the following four cases 
for vi and qj: 
(1) b a 
ba 
I I 
..b a b a...b ab a...b a, 
b a-..b a 
I I 
I I 
..b ab a-..b ab a-.-b a, 
a b-,-a b 
I I 
b a-.-a ba b- .a ba b...b a, 
b a. .b a 
I 
b ass-a ba b 
ab 
I 
(2) a b..-a ba b.- 
a b+- 




.-a ba b,..b a. 
. . ab 
I 
I I 
b a ba-- a ba b..-b a, 
ab.. ba 
I 
,b a ba-. 
ba.. 
b a b a.-.b a, 
ba 
b ab a...b a, 
ab 
a b a b.--b a. 
ab 
I 
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I I 
(31 a b..-b a b...b a b...b a, 
b a...b a 
I I 
a b..-b a b...b a b...b a, 
a b...a b 
a b-..a b a.-.a b a...b a, 
a b-..a b 
a b...a b a...a b a...b a. 
b a-..b a 
I I 
(4) b a..-a b a..-b a b..-b a, 
a b-..b a 
I I 
b a..-a b a-..b a b...b a, 
b a...a b 
I I 
b a.--b a b...a b a...b a, 
a b...b a 
I I 
b a.--b a b...a b a.-.b a. 
b a.-.a b 
Then Lemma 6 easily follows from case by case computation. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 7. For an element = t(zl, . . . . z,) E t(x), the coefficient ci of zi in 
d,(t) is given as follows: 
ci = # {j; nj < ni, nj is odd and vi, qj end with the same letter) 
- # {j; nj < ni, nj is odd and vi, qj end with diSferent letters} 
if ni is even and 
ci=#(, j i, j j n > n n is even and vi, yli end with different letters) 
- # {j; nj > ni, nj is even and vi, qj end with the same letter} 
if n, is odd. 
ProoJ Let F (resp. !Yud) be the set of pairs of integers (i, j) such that 
ni >nj, ni is even, nj is odd and that vi, qj end with the same letter (resp. 
different letters). Then by Lemma 6, we have 
s,(t)= 1 m,(z,-zj) 
(i,j)E YSU Yd 
= c (zi-Zj)- c (q-Zj) 
(i, j)E !P (i,j) e Yd 
- # {A (6 j) E lyd} 1 zi, 
-n2, [“{ii (i,j)E us> 
- ii (i; (i, j) E !Pd)]zj. 
Hence Lemma 7 follows. Q.E.D. 
Now we give a criterion for the admissibility of a nilpotent K-orbit in p 
for the symmetric pair of type (AIII’). The proof easily follows from 
Lemma 7 and the remark after Lemma 4. 
THEOREM 1. Let (g, f) be a symmetric pair of type (AIII’) with isotropy 
group K and with associated vector space p. Let 0 be a nilpotent K-orbit in 
p with ab-diagram ‘1. Then (;o is admissible if and only if the ab-diagram q has 
the property (P’) in the Introduction. 
(3.2) Here let us give a criterion of the admissibility of a nilpotent 
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K-orbit in p for a symmetric pair of type (AIII) by using the discussion in 
(3.1). 
Let q be an arbitrary ab-diagram and vi the ith row of y. Let a;, bj, V, 
V/,, V,, and S: V-t V be as in (3.1). Put G := SL( V), g := Lie(G) = sI( V) 
and B(g) := sgs for g E G. We consider the symmetric pair (g, f) of type 
(AIII) with isotropy group K and with associated vector space p defined by 
the involution 8: G -+ G. Let t be the Cartan subalgebra defined by 
t := {teg; t acts on each of a; and bj as a scalar} 
as in (3.1). Take x, y, and h as in (3.1). Then X, y, and h are contained in 
g = E~I( V) and (h, X, JJ) is also a normal S-triple in the present symmetric 
pair (g, f) of type (AIII). Moreover t(x) is also a Cartan subalgebra of 




t(z,, . ..) z,); zi E c, i nizi =o ) 
i=l I 
where r is the number of the rows in y, IZ~ is the length of qi and t(z,, . . . . zr) 
is the diagonal element in (3.1). 
THEOREM 1’. Let (g, f) be a symmetric pair of type (AIII) with isotropy 
group K and with associated vector space p. Let 0 be a nilpotent K-orbit in 
p with ab-diagram q. Then 0 is admissible if and only if the ab-diagram q has 
the property (P) in the Introduction. 
ProojY We use the above notations. 
If all nl, . . . . IZ, are even or odd simultaneously, x is already admissible in 
the symmetric pair (gI( V, 0 V,), gI( V,) 0 gI( V,)) of type (AIII’) and hence 
x is admissible in the present symmetric pair (g, f) of type (AIII). Therefore 
we may assume that {nj} ;= 1 contains both an even integer and an odd one. 
Let m be the GCD of n,, n2, . . . . n, and put ni :=nJm. Then m is an odd 
integer and n;, n;, . . . . n: are mutually prime. Moreover we have 
t(x) N (z,, . ..) z,) E a?; i njz,=O , 
i=l > 
(tl,..., t,)E(CX)‘; fi t$=l , 
i=l 
where T is the maximal torus of K corresponding to t. 
Put 24 := “(n;, . ..) n:) E Z’. Then the character group X(S) of the torus 5’ 
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is isomorphic to h’/Zu. Since n;, . . . . n: are mutually prime, we can take a 
matrix P = (pq) E GL(r, Z) such that 4 1 
0 
P ii  =  . .
4 0 
Define a Z-basis yl, . . . . yr E Z’ of Z’ by (vl, . . . . v,) = (e,, . . . . e,)P-‘, where 
e, = ‘(1, 0, . . . . 0), e2 = ‘(0, 1, 0, . . . . 0), . . . . e,= ‘(0, . . . . 0, 1). Then we have 
an isomorphism of H-modules Z’/Zu r Z!‘-i given by ei + ZU H 
‘(pzi, p3i, . . . . p,,). If we put S’ := (C x )r-l, the isomorphism 
of the character groups induces an isomorphism t: S’ 1 S = TV of tori. 
The differential of < is given by 
d&2, -.., S,)= 
( 
~ PjlSj, ...) r 
j=2 
c .) p S Jr J * 
j=2 
If we write 8,(t(z,, . . . . z,)) = xi=, cizi (the coefficients ci are given in 
Lemma 7), we have 
~,(&Ys,, . . . . S,))= ~ ~ Cipji Sj, 
j=2 ( 1 i=l 
Therefore x is admissible if and only if C;= i cipji (2 < j,< r) are even 
integers. 
Now we write Z the image of z E Z by the canonical map f: Z + 
H/2Z = Z,. We consider the following commutative diagrams: 
where the maps CC, E, y, j!, f are defined by 
d@, 9 . ..> z,)) := jj njzj, a( yzl ) . ..) zr)) := i fi;zj, 
j=l j=l 
Y(‘(Zl, ..-, zr)) := i cjzj, 7(‘(Zl 9 ---7 zr)) := i FjZj, 
j=l j=l 
f(‘(z,, . ..) z’)) := (Zl, . ..) 2,). 
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Since pi := “(pi,, pjz, . . . . pjr) (1 < j < Y) is a basis of Z’ and f’ is surjective, 
{f( pi) >J= 1 is a basis of the vector space (ZJ’, Moreover since & # 0 and 
{fr(pj)}5=2 is a basis of Ker cl. Here we note that y(f’(pj)) = xi= 1 Cipji. 
Therefore x is admissible if and only if Ker Cr c Ker 7. 
Now we actually construct a basis of Ker d. Since (FZ: >r= 1 contains both 
an even integer and an odd one, we first suppose that vt; is odd and n; is 
even. Then we note that 
Since the r - 1 row vectors in the above (Y - 1) x r matrix are clearly 
linearly independent, these vectors construct a basis of Ker Z. Since 
$(-ii;, ii;, 0, . ..) 0))= -c,n;+c;n; and y(“( -fi;, 0, . . . . 0, i', 0, . . . . 0))= 
---~~fi~ii’+C~ (3dj<r), we have 
“X is admissible,” 
0 “ -Z,&f~,E;=Oand -C,ii,l+Cj=O (3Gjdr)” 
es “ -E,6z+~,E,=Oand --F,tij+Fj=O (3 < j d r).” 
Here the last equivalence comes from the fact that n, = mn: and m are odd. 
Now let qk (resp. rl) be the longest even row (resp. the shortest odd row) 
in yl. By replacing n2 (resp. n,) by nk (resp. n,), we have 
“x is admissible,” o “- cl& + E,& = 0 and - E,tij + cj = 0 (j # Z, k).” 
If we put 
c: = 
{ 
# (j; nj is odd and nj < FQ} (nj even) 
# (j; nj is even and ni > ni> (ni Odd), 
then we have C! = Ci by Lemma 7. Therefore we have 
“x is admissible,” e “C;Z = 0 and - E;fij + F; = 0 (j # k, Z).” 
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Suppose that x is admissible. Then we can see that cj’ = 0 (mod 2) if nj 
isevenandthatc;-ci’=#(i;ifnjisevenandnj>ni>n,}rO(mod2)if 
nj is odd. Therefore, for each even row in q, the number of the odd rows 
in q which are shorter than the even row is even, and for each odd row in 
q, the number of the even rows in q between the odd row and the Zth row 
is even. The last condition for the &diagram q is clearly equivalent to the 
one for q stated in (P) of the Introduction. 
Conversely if the a&diagram q satisfies the above condition, we can 
easily see that x is admissible. Q.E.D. 
4. DETERMINATION OF ADMISSIBLE NILPOTENT ORBITS IN 
THE SYMMETRIC PAIRS OF TYPES (BDI), (CII), (DIII), AND (CI) 
(4.1) In this section, we determine the admissible nilpotent K-orbits in 
the symmetric pairs of types (BDI), (CII), (DIII), and (CI). 
Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space and put 6 := gI( V). 
Let ? be a Cartan subalgebra of 6 and {v,; 1 E A( V, ?)} a set of weight vec- 
tors with respect o ?. Suppose that we have an involution A I--, ;i of A( V, ?) 
and a non-degenerate s-form ( , ) (e = f 1) on V such that (ul, ux) # 0 and 
(on, UJ = 0 (p # A). Define an involution 0 of the associative algebra 5 by 
(X4 0) = (u, fJGf)v) ( U, r E V). Then $ := - 0 is an involution of the Lie 
algebra 5. The following lemma can be easily proved. 
LEMMA 8. (1) The Cartan subalgebra ? is a-stable and I= 10 d for 
AEA(V, ?). 
(2) For two weights ;1, pi A(V, ?) (L#p), define an element X,-, of 
G by 
Then XL-, is contained in QA-lr= (XE& [t, X] = (A-p)(t)X (tE?)} and 
it hoIds o(Xn-J= {(u,, v#(v,, Y,>}X,_I. 
For a subset @ of A( V, ?), we put (@)- := (X E @}. From now on we 
suppose that A( V, f) = A, u Ab (disjoint union) such that (A,)) = A, and 
(A,),- = Ab, or such that (A,)- = A,. For the simplicity of expression, we 
attach o = 1 to the former case and o = - 1 to the latter case. Let V, (resp. 
V,) be the subspace of V spanned by (vi; AEA,} (resp. {V~; 1~ A,}) and 
s the linear involution of V defined by sJ V, = id, and s( Vb = -id,. Define 
an involution 0 of the associative algebra g by e(X) := sXs (1~ 8). Then we 
can easily see the following: 
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LEMMA 9. (1) (SU, u) = O(U, so) (u, ~1 E I’). 
(2) 8 commutes with CT and 6 is identity on ?. 
Now we put 
G := GL( V), R := (XE G; 6(X) = Xl, 
T := Lie(K) = {XE 3; 6(X)=X>, 
$3 := {XE 3; cl(X) = -x>, 
G:=(g~+s(g)=g-‘}, K:= (gcGG; B(g)= g}, 
g := Lie(G) = {XE g; o(X) = -X>, 
f := Lie(K) = {XE g; (3(X)=X}, 
p := (XE g; e(x) = -X}, 
m :=dim V,= #A n, n := dim V, = +A,. 
Then (6, T) is a symmetric pair of type (AIII’) isomorphic to (gI(m + n, C), 
gI(m, Cc) + gI(n, C)), and (g, f) is a symmetric pair of type (BDI), (CII), 
(DIII), or (CI): 
(o(m + n, @I, oh @I + oh C)) ((E,~)=(L 1)) 
(v(m + n, Cl, Mm, Cl + sp(n, C)) ((GO) = (- 1, I), m, IZ even) 
(0(2n, C), gI(n, C)) ((E,o)=(~, -l),m=n) 
(vch a=), !30, a=)) ((8, w) = (- 1, -l), m = n). 
As in (3.1), we have 
(4.2) In this subsection, starting from an ab-diagram y which is a sum 
of the a&diagrams in Table I, we will construct a symmetric pair (g, f) in 
(4.1) and a nilpotent element in p with a&diagram q. 
Let q = C;= i vi be an a&diagram which is a sum of the &diagrams q i 
in Table I. In each case from (BDI) to (CI), we define a vector space V, an 
involution a H X of A( V, t”) and a non-degenerate &-form ( , ) as follows: 
(BDI) In the case of (a, o) = (1, l), qi is one of the following forms: 
2PI - 1 2pi - 1 2Pi 
(i) qi=aG 
- - 
(ii) vi = ba . . . ab (iii) qi=baS..ba 
ab . . . ab. 
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According to the types of vi from (i) to (iii), let Vi be a complex vector 
space spanned by the following basis: 
(i) (af, b”,, a:, bi, . . . . aiiMl, btiel, a6} 
(ii) {bf, af, b:, a:, . . . . biiel, aii--l, b6) 
(iii) {bi, a:, . . . . bj,,, aj,;} u {iii,, &ii, . . . . c?;, 6:). 
Put V:= 0 ;= 1 Vi, 3 := gI( V) and ? := {t E fi; t acts on each of a;, b$ ii;, 
6,! as a scalar}. Then 1 is a Cartan subalgebra of 6. Define the linear forms 
c$, &, ii;, /7j on ? by 
taj=af@)aj, tbj=fij(t)bj, tzj.=,jij(t)Gj, tbj=Pj(t)bj (d). 
We have a decomposition /i( V, ?) = A, u ,4b (disjoint union), where we put 
/1,= (c$, $} and Ab= ($, 8;). A ccording to the types of vi from (i) to 
(iii), define an involution 2 H X of A( V, ?) by 
For the simplicity of expression, we put tag; := a;, upI := b;, vEt := s;, 
VP- := 6;. Define a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on ‘V by 
(VA, VA) = 
i 
1 (~EfL> 
-1 (A E 4, 
(v,?, up)= 0 (PEA(K u\m. 
(CII) In the case of (E, o) = (- 1, 1 ), vi is one of the following forms: 
2Pzr-1 zpi- 1 2Pi 
(i) y,=aG (ii) vi = ba 
cvch 
(iii) qj=bh.-.ba 
ab . . . ba ba . . . ab ab -..ab. 
According to the types of vi from (i) to (iii), let Vi be a complex vector 
space spanned by the following basis: 
(i) {af, bi, . . . . b6-;1, ait) u {i& 6j,-,, . . . . 61, iit} 
(ii) {bi, af, . . . . agwl, b6} u (66, i$-,, . . . . Zf, bi,} 
(iii) (bf , ai 1, . . . . bii, ait> u {i?$ 6$ . . . . iif, 62). 
Define a vector space V, a Lie algebra Q, a Cartan subalgebra ? of Q, linear 
forms c$, $, I$ &. on ? and ?-weight vectors v1 (2 ~ll( V, 1)) as before. 
Define an involution i H ii of A( V, ?) by zj I-+ $, 2: ti o$ fij H pf:, /?J: H $ 
and put n,t := (c$>, Ac := {$}, & :=A: u (A,+)-, A, :=A,+ u (A,‘-)-, 
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A+ :=/I; u/l,+. Then we have decompositions A( V, ?) = A, u A,, = 
n + u (A’)- (disjoint unions). We define a non-degenerate symplectic 
form t , ) by 
(DIII) In the case of (a, o) = (1, -l), vi is one of the following 
forms: 
2Pt 2Pr 2PXC-1 
(i) qi=bZ2G (ii) qi=az (iii) qi=ab...ba 
ba . . . ba ab ..-ab ba . . . ab. 
According to the types of yli from (i) to (iii), let Vi be a complex vector 
space spanned by the following basis: 
(i) (bi’, af+, . . . . bL+, aj,: } u (bi;, ah:, . . . . bi-, ai- 3 
(ii) (a:‘, b’+ 1 3 . ..> a;:, bit) u (a;:, b$r , . . . . af-, bi-} 
(iii) (a;‘, b’,‘, . . . . bj,- 1, ai’ } u (b;:, a;;- 1, . . . . ai-, bi- 1. 
Define a vector space V, a Lie algebra 5, a Cartan subalgebra ? of 8, 
linear forms o$+ , M;-, /3;+, /I;- on ? and ?-weight vectors Us (A E A( V, ?)) as 
before. Define an involution I H 1 of A( V, ?) by xJ.+ t-+ /?J-- fij- w c$’ , 
p;+ F--, c$, $- I-+ /3;+ and put A, := {a;+, a;->, nb := (flj’, /3f. >. Then we 
have /1(V, t) =/i, u nb (disjoint union) and (A,)- = nb. We define a non- 
degenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on V by 
tub Q) = 
i 
1 (ll=l) 
0 (PgaK i)\(X)). 
(CI) In the case of (a, o)= (-1, -l), vi is one of the following 
forms: 
2PI 2Pi zpi- 1 
(i) qj=bx (ii) qi=aG 
c__ 
(iii) qi=ab..-ba 
ba . ” . ab. 
According to the types of vi from (i) to (iii), let Vi be a complex vector 
space spanned by the following basis: 
(i) {bi,, a:, . . . . bii, aLi} 
(ii) {af, bf, . . . . ab, bki) 
(iii) (a:‘, bf’, . . . . bzel, ai:} u (biy, a&,, . . . . ai-, bf- >. 
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Define a vector space 
forms c.& pj, aj+, pi+ 
V, a Lie algebra 8, a Cartan subalgebra ? of 6, linear 
, IX-, /?j- on z and ?-weight vectors uR (AEA( V, ?)) 
as before. JDehne ‘an involutions 1 t-+ 2 of A( V, ?) by c$ t-+ /?iiei+ r, 
/?5+-*; -j+l $+ (for the yi of type (i) or type (ii)) and ~j’ H pj-, /?- H aI+, 
2b :~&,‘&+ ,jf-j. Th 
Ii- ai- m/3!’ (for the vi of type (iii)) and put A, := {c$, a;‘, a;-}, 
en we have A( V, ?) = A, u A6 and (A,)) = A,. We 
define a con-degenerate symplectic form ( , ) on V by 
If we define the vector space V, the Cartan subalgebra ? of Q = gI( V), the 
sets A,, A, of weights, the involution A I-+ 2 of ,4( V, ?) and the bilinear 
form ( , ) on V as above, then these clearly satisfy the assumption in (4.1). 
From now on we use the notations in (4.1). Then the following lemma 
easily follows from the definition of the bilinear form ( , ) and 
Lemma 8(2). 
LEMMA 10. For a root A-p,~d(&?) (A, ,u~E(b’,?), l#p), @(X,-J is 
given as follows: 
(6 a)= C-1, l), 
Iclv-,) = i 
-x,-, ((n,~)ECn+xn+luC(~+)-x(~+)-l) 
x,-, ((~,~)E[~+X(~+)-IUr(n+)-xn+l), 
(E, 0) = (1, -I), tw-,I = -xp-2, 
Now we construct a nilpotent element of p whose a&diagram coincides 
with q. For each ab-diagram vi, we define an element xi of 5 by the following 
Table II. Here use the notation X(A - ,u) to indicate the nilpotent element 
X1-p. 
Then clearly xi is contained in @ n g = p by Lemma 10. Put x := XI= r xi. 
Then x is a nilpotent element of p whose ab-diagram coincides with q. 
Therefore Proposition 2(2) is proved. 
Let A, be the set of roots CI in A(& ?) such that ,xX # 0 in the weight 
decomposition of x and take y E Caedl 5 --a and h E t as in Lemma 4( 1). 
Then (h, x, u) is a normal S-triple in (3, T). Moreover, it is easy to see that 
y is an element of g = (3)$ by Lemma 4(2) and Lemma 10. Therefore 














x(ab~-86,-1)+X(PZ,-I-ab,-1)+ “. +x(a;-p:)+x(p:-a:) 
X(B~,-cc~~~,)+x(c(6_1-Bb,-,)+ .“+X(B;-a;)+X(a:-P:) 
X(a~~-P~,)+X(B:,-a~,_,)+ . . . +X(&a’,)+X(a+-8;) 
+X(/P-E:)+X(GI:-pg+ “‘+X(o76~,--86~)+X(Ijb,--o7b,) 
X(a~,--Pbi~,)+X(86,-,-a~~~,)+ ... +X(a:-&)+X(B;-a:) 
-{x(a:-8:)+x(&cq+ “‘+X(G(~,_,--~,-l)+X(B~~-,-a~j)} 
X(P6-a~,_l)tX(ab~_l-P~,-,)+ ... +X(/$-a:)+X(clj-pi) 
-{x(a:-i;,+X(+Lq+ .” +X(13~~_,-a~~_,)+x(~b,_,-~~,)) 
X(a~,-p:,)+X(Bs,-a6~_1)+ ..’ +X(/l-a;)+X(ai-8:) 
-{x(&-q)+X(q-p:)+ ‘.. +x(ag,~,-8~,j+x(8:,-a2~,)} 
x(a~~-p~~)+x(pb:-ab:-l)+ ‘.‘+x(p:‘-a)+)+x(a;--p;*) 
-{X($-Bf-)+X(/3:--a;)+ ... +X(s~_,-ab;)+X(a~-p~)l 
X( 8; - a;, + xca;;: -/I;-,)+ ..’ +x(a;-pf+)+x(/q+ -a;+, 
-{X(8;- -a:,+xca:- -DC)+ ‘.. +x(a;-, -/?k)+X(flbJ -a;)) 
X(a~--~~~,)+X(8b:_,-C16:-1)+ . . . +x(ac-pT)+X(p;+-a?) 
-{X(Pr-ar)+X(ai--82) 
+ ... +X(PbT-,-abT_,)+X(a~-,-Pi)} 
X(a6,--P:,)+X(P~~-a~~_,)+ t.. +X(&-a;)+X(cr’,-pi) 
X(86,-a~~)+X(ab,--Bb,-l)+ ... +X(d-,&)+X(&-a;) 
X(a~~-P~~~1)+X(8~~-1-a~~-l)+ ... +X(a;+-fiP;+)+X(fi;+-a:+) 
+X(/l;--a;-)+X(a;m-/l~) 
+ “’ +X(B~-1-aX-,)+X(ff~-*--Bb,) 
y E g n $I = p, h = [x, y] E f and hence (h, x, v) is also a normal S-triple 
in (g, f). In particular, h E ? n f. Now we consider the two characters (r,: 
?‘b) -+ @ @AA) = -tr(ad(A)l~~&, 
-trW(41f,ft,,), A E f(x)). ax 
A E?(X)) and 6,: f(x) -+ @ (6,(A)= 
is the character in (1.2) when we consider x 
as a nilpotent element in the symmetric pair (ij, v). On the other hand, 6, 
is the character in (1.2) when we consider x as a nilpotent element in the 
symmetric pair (9, 7). 8X is already determined in (3.1). In order to deter- 
mine 6,, we will analyze the relation of 8, and 8,. 
(4.3) Let (h, x, y) be the normal S-triple in (g, 7) as in (4.2). For an 
integer i, we put 
‘fi := (XEr; [h, X] = ix>, pi := (XE 8; [h, X] = ix> 
fi := (XE f; [h, X] = ix), pi := (3-E $3; [h, x-j = ix>. 
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If we put t := f n ?, then t is a toral subalgebra of f containing h. Let v be 
one of the a&diagrams in Table I and put V,, := @,,i=V Vi. Then we have 
a direct sum decomposition I/‘= 0, V, where v runs over all &diagrams 
in Table I. By Lemma 4, it is easy to see that f(x) n f(h) is contained in 
By gI( V,,). Hence we have a direct sum decomposition of f(x) n f(h) into 
reductive subalgebras 
Let U, be the subspace of f,, = f(h) spanned by {Xa + $(X,); CI E d(r, ?), 
a(h) = 0} and put U := U, n f(x). Then we have the following: 
LEMMA 11. (1) 6, is trivial on U. 
(2) If v is an ab-diagram in Table I with a single string, then 
F(x)n gI(V,)=O and f(x) n f,,n gI(V,,) is contained in U and hence 
~Jwnfondw) = 0. On the other hand, if v is an ab-diagram in Table I 
with double strings, then t(x) n gI( V,) is a Cartan subalgebra of 
I(x) n f. n gI( V,,). In particular, if (E, co) = (- 1, 1) or (E, co) = (1, -l), then 
t(x) is a Cartan subalgebra of f(x) n f,,. 
Proof (1) By the proof of Lemma 1, we have 
J,(A)= - C tr@WNfJ+ 1 tr(ad(~)l,J 
i> 1 i>2 
(A E f(x) n fd. 
Since U, stabilizes each of fi and pi, it is sufficient to show that 
tr(ad(X, + $(X,))[ fj) = tr(ad(X, + $(X,))(,l) = 0 for any root a E A(?, ?) such 
that a(h) = 0 and for any non-zero integer i. Here we note that fi (resp. !J 
is spanned by the elements X, + +(X,) with BEAR, ?) (resp. /?~,4(@, t)) 
such that /3(h) = i. For any root /I E A(& ?) such that p(h) # 0, if we express 
cxa + $WJ> x, + wqdl as a sum of an element of ? and root vectors in 
5, then it can be seen that 1, cannot appear in this expression. This means 
that tr(X, + +(X,)1 fi) = tr(X, + $(XJPi) = 0. Hence (1) is proved. 
(2) Later in (4.4), we will describe t(x) in detail and see that 
t(x) n gI( V,,) is isomorphic to Ck if v has double strings, where k is the 
number of z’s such that qi = v. The first statement of (2) easily follows from 
this. 
Suppose that v has double strings and that k is the number of l”s such 
that vi = v. Then we can see that f(x) n f,, n gI( V,) is isomorphic to the 
general linear algebra, the orthogonal algebra or the symplectic algebra of 
rank k. Hence t(x) n gI( V,) is a Cartan subalgebra of f(x) n f. n gI( V,). 
Q.E.D. 
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By Lemma 2 and Lemma 11, in order to know the admissibility of x in 
(g, f), it is sufficient to consider 6, only on t(x). Here we recall the formula 
in Lemma l(l), 
h,(t) = c tr(ad(t)lJ - c tr(ad(t)l,,) 
ibl i>2 
g.Jt) =c tr(ad(t)li,) - c trGW)l~,) ft E i(x)). 
i21 i>2 
To know the relation of 6, and TX, we decompose A(T, 7) and A(@, ?) as 
Afi,;)=A”uA+ VA-, A’:= {a~A(~,?);a#aqb~, 
A+ := (aEA(~,,);a=ao~andX,+~(X,)#O), 
A- := (aEA(?,?);a=ao1C/andX,+~(X,)=O), 
A(~,?)=n”un+un-, /IO:= {Lwl($,i);a#aw)), 
A+ :=(cc~/i(ij,i);a=aoII/andX,+~(X,)#O), 
A- := (aE/i(B,?);a=ao~andX,+~(X,)=O). 
We denote by A’(i) (resp. A +(I!), A ~ (i), A’(i), A + (i), A - (i),) the subset of 
A0 (resp. A+, A-, A’, A+, A-) consisting of elements cc such that g(h) = i 
We also denote by A + ( > i) (resp. A - ( >, i), A + ( B i), A - ( B i)) the union 
of A+(j) (req. A-(j), A’(j), A-U)) such that j>, i. Define a linear form 
on ? by 
y(t)= - c 
aed+ 
@)+uEA;>l) a(t) 
+rrA;,2) a(t)- c a(t) (4. 
aeA-(>2) 
Then we have the following: 
LEMMA 12. For an element Ed, we have 
i;,(t) = 26,(t) + y(t). 
Proof: Let $ + be a linear endomorphism of 5 defined by $ + (X) := 
X++(X) (XE~). Then 
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and $ + is t-equivariant. Since CI H +(a) := CI 0 $ defines an involution of do 
(resp. A’), we can take a subset A1 (resp. A’) of do (resp. A’) such 
that d”=dlu$(d’) and d’n$(d’)=d (resp. AO=A’u$(A’) and 
A’ n $(A’) = 4). Then for a non-zero integer i, fi and pi are written as 
where we put d’(i) := { aedi; a(h)=i} and A’(i) := {NE/~‘; a(h)=i}. By 
this, we have 
tr(ad(t)lfi)= C a(t) + C a(t) 
a Ed’(i) a 6 d+(i) 
and 
tr(aWl,J = 2 a(t) + C W 
LT./i’(i) a E n + (i) 
(t E t). 
Since $(a)lt=cllt for rx~dl, we have 
Therefore-for t E t, we have 
WW)l~J= C 4t) + 1 W+ C W 
a E d(i) ared+ ored- 
= 2 tr(ad(t)lrt)- 1 a(t) + C a(t). 
aEd+ u. E A - (i) 
Similarly we have 
tr(ad(t)J,J=2 tr(ad(t)lPi)- C a(t)+ 1 g(t). 
MEA+(i) CL E n - (i) 
Hence Lemma 12 follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 13. In each case, A+, A-, A+, and A- are given as follows: 
(BDI) A- = (1-x; LEA(V, ?)} and A+, A+, A- are empty. 
(CII) A+ = (n-1; ,leA(V,/,?)} and A-, A+, A- are empty. 
(DIII) A- = {L-R; ,l~/i(V, ?)} and A+, A-, At are empty. 
(CI) A+= (n-1; LEA(V,?)} and A+, A-, A- are empty. 
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ProoJ This lemma easily follows from Lemma 10 Q.E.D. 
Here we give a relation of the admissibility of x in (9, f) and the 
admissibility of x in the symmetric pair (&T) of type (AIII’). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let x be the nilpotent element of p constructed in (4.2). 
Then we have the folloiwng: 
(1) For any element E z(x), we have y(t) = 0. In particular 
Ut) = 26,(t) (t E t(x)). 
(2) x is admissible in the symmetric pair (9, f) if and only if x is 
admissible in the symmetric pair (g, r) of type (AIII’). 
The proof of Proposition 3 will be given in (4.4). 
Now we give the main theorem of this section whose proof immediately 
follows from Theorem 1 and Proposition 3. 
THEOREM 2. Let (g, f) be a symmetric pair of type (BDI), (CII), (DIII), 
or (CI) with isotropy group K and with associated vector space p. Let 0 be 
a nilpotent orbit in p with an ab-diagram n. Then 8 is admissible if and only 
if the ab-diagram n has the property (P’) in the Introduction. 
By the classification of nilpotent orbits in Proposition 2, we have the 
following: 
COROLLARY. AN nilpotent K-orbits in the associated vector spaces p in 
the symmetric pairs (g, f) of types (CII) and (DIII) are admissible. 
(4.4) Now we give the proof of Proposition 3. 
Since no*= -X for ~E(I(V,?), we have 
t=?nf= {te?;X(t)= --A(t) for any n~n(V,?)). 
First suppose that (g, f) is the symmetric pair of type (BDI) (i.e., 
(E, w) = (1, 1)). Let us give a description of ?(x) and t(x). ?(x) consists of 
those elements t of ? satisfying the following relations: 
af(t)=g(t)=a;(t)= ... =j3;i-l(t)=a;i(t) (=zJ 
2pi- 1 
- 
(for qi = ab . . . ba (i)), 
fi’l(t)=af(t)=/$(t)= ... =c&(t)=~$,(t) (=.q) 
2pi- 1 
- 
(for vi = ba . . . ab (ii)), 
481/136/2-S 
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2Pi 
(for yli = bZ (iii)). 
ab . . . ab 
Denote by t”(z,, zt , zi) the element of i(x) parametrized by the parameters 
in the ( ). 
Suppose that the element t = F(zi, z+, zi) is contained in l(x). Since 
x(t) = -l(t) for any A E A( V, ?), we have zi= 0 and zi = -z+ . We denote 
by t(vi) the element ?(zi, z+ , zi) of f(x) defined by zi = 0 and 
-zi = zz? = yi. Then we have t(x) = { t(y,); yi E C >. If we denote by r’ the 
number of the ab-diagrams qi of type (iii), then the isomorphism C” N t(x) 
((vi) w t(y,)) of the toral algebras induces an isomorphism (C ’ )” N TV 
of tori, where T is the torus in K corresponding to t. Therefore by 
Lemma 2, Remark 6, and Lemma 11, we can see that x is admissible if and 
only if each coefficient of yi in d,(t(y,)) is an even integer. Now let us show 
that y(t)=0 for any t = ?(zi, zi+, z~)E?(x). If qi is an ab-diagram of type 
(i) or (ii), then clearly ($ - Z:)(t) = (/I;- P;)(t) = zi - zi = 0. Suppose that 
yli is an ab-diagram of type (iii). Then by Lemma 4, we have 
mv4 4WT . ..> P;p4 Q4 
= (a#, L$(h), . . . . cc’,(h), /q(h)) 
= (- (2pi - l), - (2pi - 3), . ..) 2pi - 3, 2pi - 1). 
Therefore we have (gj- &j)(h) = (&,-j+ 1 - /?Li- j+ ,)(h) and ($ - &j)(t) = 
z+ - zi ) (&,-i+! -$-j+l)(t) = -(z+ -zi). On the other hand we 
have A - = (kC$-EJ), $($-&I} and y(t)=C,..-,.,, a(t) by 
Lemma 13. Hence y(t) = 0. 
We denote by ci (resp. CT, ci ) the coefficient of zi (resp. z+ , zi ) in 
$.J?(z~, z+ , zz: )). By Proposition 2 and Lemma 7, it is easy to see that 
ci = 0 and CT = -CT . Hence we have r&z,, z+ , zz: )) = C c+ (z+ - zz: ). 
By using this, we have 
Therefore we have ; 
“x is admissible in (6, v)” 0 “all c+ are even integers,” 
e “x is admissible in (g, f).” 
Thus Proposition 3 is proved for the symmetric pair of type (BDI). 
Secondly we suppose that (g, f) is the symmetric pair of type (CII) (i.e., 
(E, w) = (- 1, 1)). Then l(x) consists of those elements t of ? satisfying the 
following relations: 




ab . . . ba 
i 
p;(t) = l+(t) = . . . =a;,&(t)=gJt) (= y’) 




ba . . . ab 
2Pi 
p;(t) = a;(t) = . . . = gJt)=c&(t) (=zT) 
E;,(t)=&(t)= ... =@;(t)+(t) (=zi) 
(for vi = bz (iii)). 
ab . . . ab 
Denote by Z(y’ , yz:, Z+ , zi) the element of s(x) parametrized by 
the parameters in the ( ) and denote by t(y,, ZJ the element 
i(y’, yi,z+, z[) of?(x) defined by -yi = y+ =yi and -zi =z.+ =zj. 
Then we have t(x) = (?(y’ , yi, z+ , zi); yi , yi , z’ , zz7 E @I} and 
t(x)= (t(y,, 2,); yi, zi EC> as before. Moreover x is admissible if and only 
if all coefficients of yi and zi in 6,(t(yj, zi)) are even integers. The fact that 
y(t) = 0 for any t = ?(yi+ , yz: , z+ , zi ) E?(X) is followed by the following 
facts: 
(4 y(t)= - C cc(t), Ll+ = {i(a;-L?;), i-(p;-/7;)> 
aed+ 





(for vi of type (ill, 
(P;-&)(t)= -(P;i-j-B;i-i)(t) 
(c) Similar fact for yli of type (ii), obtained by changing a and fl 
in (b). 
(ai- iif) = ( j3;.-j+ 1 - /?;,-j+ ,)(A) 
ld) L~~-~)(t,= -(bb,mj+l-g-j+l)(t) 
(for qi of type (iii)). 
Hence we have 26,(t) = $.Jt) for t E t(x). Now we denote by et (resp. 
- d+ dz: ) the coeffkient of y+ (resp. y; , z+ , zi) in 
?x.i(yt, >;, z+ , zz: )). Then we have c+ = cz: =O, d; = -d+, and 
mw- 3 Yi , z: ,zi)) = Cd+(z+--zi-), 6,(t(y,,z,)) = Cdtzi as 
before. Therefore x is admissible in (S,T) if and only if x is admissible in 
(g, f). Thus Proposition 3 is proved for the symmetric pair of type (CII). 
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Thirdly, we suppose that (g, f) is the symmetric pair of type (DIII) (i.e., 
(s, w) = (1, - 1)). Then ?(x) consists of those elements t of ? satisfying the 
following relations: 
1 
g+(t)=af+(t)= .*. +;;(t)=a;y(t) (=yT) 
/3;;(t)=$(t)= .-. =&(t)=E;-(t) (=yi) 
i 
a;‘(t)+f+(t)= . . . =af;:(t)=/y(t) (=y’) 
a;;(t)+;;(t)= ... =a;-(t)+;-(t) (=yi) 
2Pi 
(for qi = ba . . . ba (i 115 
ba . . . ba 
2Pr 
(for vi = an (ii 11, 




ba . . . ab 
i 
a;‘(t)++(t)= . . . = /?;;- l(t) = a; (1) ( = z+ ) 
p;;(t)=a;;-,(t)= ... =a;-(t)=p;-(t) (=zi) 
Denote by ?(y+ , y,: , z+ , zi) the element of ?(x) parametrized by 
the parameters in the ( ) and denote by t(y,, zi) the element 
?(y+, yi, z+ , zZ: ) defined by -yi = y+ = yi and -zi =z+ = Zi= Then 
we have i(x) = {I(y+ , yi, zj+ , z(r); yt , yi, z+ , zZ: EC} and t(x) = 
{ t(yi, z,); yi, zi EC}. Here we note that Ej” = 1Bj- and ~2~ = fij’. Then the 
fact that y(t)=0 for any t=i(y’,y,,z+,zi)E?(x) follows from the 
following facts: 
(4 r(t)= - C a(t), A- = (+(a;+ -ii;+,, ,(cq -ii-)} 
aeA-(>2) 
(cf., Lemma 13), 
(b) 
{ 
(cc;’ - fq’)(h) = (a;;- j+ 1 - gpj+ ,)(h) 
(0(;+-&;+)(t)= -(a;;~j+l-a;;~j+l)(t) 
(for vi of type (i) or (ii)). 
(cl (for qi of type (iii)). 
Hence we have 2d,(t)=8x(t) for t E t(x). Now we denote by c+ (resp. - + u’i) the coefficient of y + (resp. y: z:) in 
?!(i(y?, ;;, z+ , 2;)). Then we have ‘CT = cl: =O: b;‘iidf, and 
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m(y+, vi ? 2: 3 zi))=C d+(z+ -zi), 6,(t(y,, zi))=Cd:zi as before, 
Therefore x is admissible in (8, T) if and only if x is admissible in (g, f). 
Thus Proposition 4 is proved for the symmetric pair of type (DIII). 
Fourthly we suppose that (g, 7) is the symmetric pair of type (CI) (i.e., 
(&,0)=(-l, -l)).Th en f( ) x consists of those elements tof? satisfying the 
following relations: 
/q(t) = a’l(t) = . . . =$(t) = ah(t) ( = Vi) 
2Pi 
(for yi = bGZZ7 (i)), 
a;(t) = flf(t) = . . . = a;,(t) = j&(t) ( = yJ 
2Pl 
(for qi = a= (ii)), 
a;+(t)=p'l+(t)= 
2p,- 1 
. . . =&(t)=a;;(t) (=zT) 
fi;;(t)=a;;-,(t)= ... =af-(t)=p;-(t) (=z;) 
(for vi= SXZ (iii)). 
ba . . . ab 
Denote by I(yi, z+ , z+) the element of ?(x) parametrized by the 
parameters in ( ) and denote by t(z,) the element ?(yj, zt , zj- ) defined by 
yi = 0 and -z- = zt =zi. Then we have ?(x) = (?(yj, z+ , zi); yi, z+, 
iZ: EC} and t(x) =‘(t(z,); zi EC}. The fact that 
?(y,, z~,z;)E?(x) follows from the following facts: 
y(t) = 0 for any t = 
(4 140 = C a(r), A + = ( + (a;- ii;,, + (a;’ 
aE/l+(>2) 
(cf., Lemma 13). 
(b) @$-E;)(t)=0 (for qi of type (i) or (ii)), 
(aj’ - iiJ.+)(h) = (Ecvj+ 1 - aiTei+ ,)(h) 
(cl 
(a:+--&;+)(t)= -(@~~j+l-a~~-j+I)(t) 
(a:- -8;-)(h) = (iiLA-j - ax- j)(h) 
(a;- -5;-)(t) = -(i~~pj - aiTMj)(t) 
(for yli of type (iii)). 
Hence we have 26,(t) = TX(t) for t E t(x). Now we denote by ci (resp. d’ , 
d; ) the coefficient of yj (resp. z+ , Z&F ) in $$(yi, z+ , zi )). Then we have 
ci=O, d,: = -d,+, and $Ji(vi, z+ , zi )) = C d+(z+ -z; ), B,(t(z,)) = 
C d ,? zi. Therefore x is admissible in (fi, ‘f) if and only if x is admissible in 
(g, f). Thus the proof of Proposition 3 is completed. 
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5. CRITERION OF THE ADMISSIBILITY OF NILPOTENT ELEMENTS IN 
REAL CLASSICAL LIE ALGEBRAS 
(5.1) Here we give a criterion of the admissibility of nilpotent elements 
of real classical Lie algebras which is an immediate consequence of the 
previous sections. 
Let G, be one of the real Lie groups in the list (RG) of the Introduction. 
Then G, is obtained from a complex reductive classical group G (which is 
isomorphic to GL( V), SL( V), O(V), or Sp( V)) in GL( V) and a complex 
conjugation r of G as G, = {g E G; z(g) = g} (cf., Bourgoyne and Cushman 
[BC]), where V is a finite dimensional complex vector space. Put 
g :=Lie(G) and g iw := Lie(G,). According to the correspondence in (1.2), 
the corresponding symmetric pairs (9, f) are given as follows, respectively: 
Wh a=), ok, @)M= SW, a=)), (gl(n, C), 0, C))(K= O(n, C)), 
(sW4 a=), v(2n, C))W= %G% @)I, (9Vn, Cl, 5pW, C))(K= %@n, a=)), 
(sI(m + n, C), sl(m, a=) + sI(n, C) + C) 
(K= (GL(m, C) x GL(n, C)) n SL(m -t- n, C)), 
(d(m + n, @I, gl(m, Cl + c$(n, C))(K= GL(m, C) x GUn, C)), 
(o(m + n, C), o(m, C) + o(n, @))(K= O(m, C) x O(n, C)), 
(sp(2m + 2n, C), sp(2m, C) + ep(2n, C))(K= Sp(2m, C) x Sp(2n, C)), 
(o@, @I, gI(n, @INK= GLh C)), MGh a=), 90, C))W= GW, a=)). 
Let 0, be a nilpotent G.-orbit in glw and OO the corresponding nilpotent 
K-orbit in the associated vector space p of (9, f) according to Sekiguchi’s 
bijection in (1.2). Then clearly the G-orbits in g generated by 0, and Co, 
coincide. In particular the GL( V)-orbits in gI( V) generated by LO, and Co, 
coincide. We denote by 0 the identical GL( Q-orbit in gI( V) and denote by 
r the Young diagram corresponding to the nilpotent GL( V)-orbit 0. Then 
we have the following whose proof easily follows from Proposition 1, 
Theorem l’, and Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. (1) Suppose that G, is one of the following groups: 
SL(n, R), GL(n, R), SU*(2n), U*(2n), Sp(2m, 2n), 0*(2n). Then all 
nilpotent G,-orbits in gR are admissible. 
(2) Suppose that G, is one of the following groups: U(m, n), O(m, n), 
Sp(Zn, R). Then the niIpotent G,-orbit 0, in gw is admissible if and only if 
the Young diagram q has the property (P’) in the Introduction. 
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(3) Suppose that G, = SU(m, n). Then the nilpotent G.-orbit 0, in gw 
is admissible if and only if the Young diagram 4 has the property (P) in the 
Introduction. 
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